Dear Members and Friends,

It was the Germans who in 1941 invaded Ukraine. Then it was the Russians who last month by land, sea, and air invaded Ukraine, intending to topple the Ukraine government.

As an international organization of Holocaust survivors and the descendants of those who experienced Nazi oppression, we are deeply concerned for the immediate welfare of Holocaust survivors in Ukraine, as well as all its citizens, all of whom will be impacted by Russian military aggression. Having already experienced unimaginable suffering during the Holocaust, and then under Communism, they once again find themselves in need of sanctuary.

We are also dismayed by President Putin’s justification for the invasion of Ukraine, as being to de-Nazify the country. This offensive re-writing of history is Holocaust distortion and callously overlooks the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact through which the Soviet Union established an alliance with Nazi Germany and proceeded to occupy Poland endangering the lives of millions of Jews. It also implies that Russia has today successfully rid itself of fascism and antisemitism.

We denounce the unprovoked aggression attack on Ukraine and stand in firm solidarity with the peace-seeking, Democracy loving Ukrainian people, especially our Jewish brothers and sisters. We pray for their safety, and a quick and favorable resolution to this conflict.

Please remember to send in your program information for upcoming Yom Hashoah commemorations. The form for event submissions is in the box below.

Thank you, and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.
The form for event submissions may be found at: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at [www.genshoah.org](http://www.genshoah.org) for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).

## ANNOUNCEMENTS

**YIVO** recently completed the [Edward Blank YIVO Vilna Online Collections Project](http://www.yivo.org) (EBYVOC), a historic 7-year, $7 million international initiative to process, conserve, and digitize YIVO’s divided prewar library and archival collections. These collections are comprised of approximately 4.1 million pages of archival documents and books. You can access these treasures through a dedicated web portal free-of-charge. This video is a “how to” guide: [Researching With The Edward Blank YIVO Vilna Online Collections project](http://www.yivo.org).

## CONFERENCES

- **52nd Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches**
  **Expanding Perspectives of the Holocaust**
  March 5 – 8, 2022
  Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, the University of Texas at Dallas, TX
  
  **Exclusion, Violence, Genocide: The Holocaust and Its Legacy**
  March 9, 2022, 4:00 pm PT
  Center for Democratic Culture, UNLV, Las Vegas, NV
  Registration

- **24th ARFA Professional Development Conference on Holocaust Education**
  **Without a Trace: The Obligation of Memory**
  March 27, 2022        9:30 am ET
  American Society for Yad Vashem, New York, NY
**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS**

**Heroines of the Holocaust**
March 1, 2022   3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections, New York, NY

**Biomedical Ethics and the Individual Voice: A “Conversation with Eva Kor”**
March 2, 2022   1:00 pm PT
USC Shoah Foundation Institute, **Los Angeles, CA**

**The Little Polish Boy with Nancy Gorrell**
March 3, 2022   4:00 – 5:30 pm ET
Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
To register: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu

**Antisemitism in Today’s World**
March 3, 2022   4:00 pm PT
Echoes & Reflections, New York, NY

**Holocaust Education Through Maus**
March 3, 2022, 4:30 pm ET
Rutgers University, New Jersey

**Who Betrayed Anne Frank?**
March 8, 2022   3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections, New York, NY

**Pyramid of Hate**
March 15, 2022   4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections, New York, NY

**Musical Resistance in the Holocaust**
March 22, 2022   3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections, New York, NY

**Women in the Holocaust**
March 25, 2022   8:30 am – 1:00 pm ET
Center for Holocaust & Genocide Studies, Salem State University, Salem, MA

**Spotlight on Contemporary Antisemitism**
March 29, 2022   4 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections, New York, NY
Teaching in Troubled Times: An Interdisciplinary Inquiry into Teaching about the Holocaust and Human Rights
July 5 -16, 2022
The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI), New York, NY

The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

For more: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – March 11, 2022— Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, GA
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA
University of Hawai‘i – West O‘ahu, Kapolei, HI
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit Americans and the Holocaust

Now – April 17, 2022— Hayden Library, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ
Exhibition: Holocaust By Bullets 10 Years of Investigation presents the results of Yahad-In Unum’s research in Eastern Europe.

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

Now – June 26, 2022—Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis, MN
Exhibit Envisioning Evil: “The Nazi Drawings” by Mauricio Lasansky

Now – August 2022—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust

Now – November 6, 2022—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Boris Lurie: Nothing To Do But To Try. The exhibition of this Holocaust survivor’s art presents a portrait of an artist reckoning with devastating trauma, haunting memories, and an elusive, lifelong quest for freedom.

March 1 – April 28, 2022—Horowitz Center, Howard Community College, Columbia, MD
Creative Quest: Art from the Holocaust’s Second Generation. While not experiencing the Holocaust firsthand, children of survivors are nonetheless profoundly affected by it. The seven artists in this exhibit are children of Holocaust survivors.

March 1, 2022, 6:00 pm ET—The Olga Lengyel Institute, New York, NY
Jonathan Greenblatt, CEO of The Anti-Defamation League (ADL), talks about his new book, It Could Happen Here: Why America is Tipping from Hate to the Unthinkable - And How We Can Stop It.
March 1, 2022, 7:00 pm CT—Jewish Family Services, St. Paul, MN
Holocaust Survivor Families: Knowing the Pain and Learning Life Lessons with Dr. Bea Hollander-Goldfein.

March 2, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY
Book talk on Zoom: An Unchosen People: Jewish Political Reckoning in Interwar Poland with Kenneth B. Moss.

March 2, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
Holocaust Tapestries Interactive Tour: Healing, Hope, & Resilience with Ted Comet.

March 2, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
Virtual book talk: Glenn Kurtz will discuss his book, Three Minutes in Poland: Discovering A Lost World In A 1938 Family Film telling the story of the predominately Jewish town of Nasielski, Poland a year before the community’s destruction.

March 3, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
I Am Here Screening and Discussion featuring 100-year-old South African Holocaust survivor Ella Blumenthal. Film available until March 4th. Suggested donation.

March 3, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sir Martin Gilbert Centre, London, UK
Forgotten Heroes of the Kindertransport with Mike Levy.

March 6, 2022, 10:00 am ET— Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Boy Who Drew Auschwitz: Thomas Geve. In June 1943, thirteen-year-old Thomas Geve and his mother were deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau. Suggested donation.

March 6, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Jewish Culture & Holocaust Remembrance, Carlsbad, CA
Picturing Prejudice: Let’s Blame the Jews with professors Laurie Baron and Jeff Demsky. Join Zoom meeting live:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89393534846?pwd=dWg2dkJHKzNUUFI5bjJnaWpXVEM0QT09

March 6, 2022, 11:00 am MT—3GAZ, Scottsdale, AZ
Online event: Catching the Body Collector. view the following short movies about the story of Hans Knoop and Chaviv (Bibi) Kanaan bringing to justice a Nazi war criminal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PpgPcKYkI3A&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O45KqurAvzQ&authuser=0

March 6, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Wagner College, Staten Island, NY
The Politics of a New Hannah Szenes Memorial

March 6, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
“We are all Jews here” — The Story of Roddie Edmonds. Master Sergeant Roddie Edmonds was the only American soldier recognized by Yad Vashem as Righteous Among the Nations.
March 6, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Online Panel Discussion: Taking White Supremacy to Court: Lessons from Charlottesville and Beyond with Karen Dunn, Co-Lead Counsel and Amy Spitalnick, Executive Director, Integrity First for America.

March 8, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual Lunch & Learn: The Unanswered Letter. As the Nazis closed in on Central Europe in 1939, Alfred Berger mailed a desperate letter to an American stranger who happened to share his last name.

March 8, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY
Returning What Was Taken: How Museums Approach Repatriation.

March 8, 2022, 4:30 pm ET—Center for Holocaust & Genocide Studies, Salem State University, Salem, MA
Border Zones: The Ringelblum Archive of the Warsaw Ghetto—Then and Now.

March 9, 2022, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
Confronting the Complexity of the Holocaust: Professor Larry Langer.

March 9, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
Memory Keepers Hour Speaker Series: Maddy Israel and Esther Loewenthal.

March 9, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—3G NY, New York, NY
WEDU (We Educate) Wednesday with 3G Don Schapira.

March 10, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
I Am Here Post-Film Discussion with Tali Nates: Moderator, Jordy Sank: Director and Ella Blumenthal, Holocaust Survivor.

March 10, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with Holocaust survivor Ernest Glaser.

March 10, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—NEXT GENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL
Emmy award winning documentary My Survivor with Dr. Mindy Hersh.

March 10, 2022, 7:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
On-site & virtual program: In Conversation with Author Lisa Barr (Woman on Fire). Fees.

March 13, 2022—JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival, Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
The Chicago Spring Hybrid Film Festival has Holocaust related films.

March 13, 2022, 5:00 pm ET—Holocaust Institutes, University of Miami, Miami, FL
Camp Shvesters and Resisters – Women in the Holocaust.
March 14, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY
**How to do Research at YIVO: A Practical Introduction.**

March 14, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sir Martin Gilbert Centre, London, UK
**Testimonies of Jewish Refugee Women in Britain.**

March 14, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Brookline Booksmith, 279 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA
Live event: **Mark Ludwig, Our Will to Live: The Terezin Music Critiques of Viktor Ullmann.**

March 15, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

March 16, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY
**Gendered Aspects of LGBTQIA+ Experiences During the Holocaust.**

March 16, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
**The German American Bund and the Untold Story of Bund Youth Leader Helen Vooros** with Angela West, Ph.D. Candidate and Coordinator at the Center for Holocaust/Genocide Study.

March 17, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual & on-site live musical performance: **Recovered Voices.** Violinist Adam Millstein and pianist Dominic Cheli perform and introduce the little-known world of composers whose lives and careers were disrupted or ended during the Nazi regime. Fees.

March 20, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
**Not Idly By—Peter Bergson, America and the Holocaust.** Filmmaker Pierre Sauvage explores the American reaction to the mass murder of the Jews of Europe.

March 21 – May 1, 2022—Fletcher Free Library, 235 College St., Burlington, VT
Simon Wiesenthal Center traveling exhibit **The Courage to Remember.** Opening Reception with keynote by Governor Madeline Kunin on March 24 at 6:30 pm ET. For more information and to register info@holocaustmemorial-vt.org.

March 23, 2022, 3:30 pm ET—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, Dania Beach, FL
**Online Meet the Author** series: **Tony Alhadeff,** author of *The Family Treasure: Alhadeff’s grandmother, Gella, a Holocaust survivor, and the unexpected stories that came along with discovering his family’s roots.*

March 25 – May 6, 2022—University Libraries, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA
Marshalltown Public Library, Marshalltown, IA
Bismarck Veterans Memorial Public Library, Bismarck, ND
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition **Americans and the Holocaust.**

March 27, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House, Western Galilee, Israel
**Marking the 80th Anniversary of the Transport of 999 Jewish Women to Auschwitz: The Beginning of the Systematic Annihilation of the Jews.**
March 29, 2022, 9:15 am CT—Pyle Center, 702 Langdon St, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
As part of the Conney Conference on Jewish Arts, UNLV student-created film *Shoah Survivor*, inspired by experiences of local Holocaust survivors in the Las Vegas area as interpreted through oral history and dance. In person. For more information: roberta.sabbath@unlv.edu

March 29, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Online presentation and Q & A: *Black Heroines of World War II: Women Who Fought the Nazis*. Fees.

March 30, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—Temple Emanuel, 1 East 65th Street, New York, NY
Dr. Albert Bourla: Turning the Impossible into the Possible. Dr. Bourla is the CEO of Pfizer and the son of Greek Holocaust survivors. Fees.

March 30, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Jewish Theological Seminary (JTS), New York, NY
Hate on Trial: The Charlottesville Case

March 31, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Sir Martin Gilbert Centre, London, UK
Designing Memory: The Architecture of Commemoration in Europe, 1914 to the Present.

April 3, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
The Rabbi of Buchenwald – A Conversation with Rabbi Jacob J. Schacter and Dr. Rafael Medoff.

April 4 – 9, 2022—Memorial Union Alumni Lounge and Arizona Ballroom, Arizona State University, Tempe Campus, Tempe, AZ
Rosenbluth Family Charitable Foundation Genocide Awareness Week. Various events in person and online. For more information: rebunnin@mainex1.asu.edu.

April 4, 2022, 7:00 pm MT—ASU, Memorial Union, 301 East Orange St., Tempe, AZ
Holocaust by Bullets keynote address by Father Patrick Desbois. For more information: SherylBronkesh.PHA@gmail.com.

April 5, 2022, 7:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with Holocaust survivor Ann Kliger Axelrod.

April 6, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY
Hope is Stronger Than Life: The Vilna Ghetto Diary of Zelig Kalmanovich.

April 6, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
Memory Keepers Story Hour: Noa Ganz and Sam Pittman, Generations Forward.

April 7, 2022, 3:30 pm ET—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, Dania Beach, FL
Online Meet the Author series: Effy Pfeffermann’s Never Give Up: He and his family survived World War II and emigrated to Israel.

April 10, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with Holocaust survivor Solomon Kofinas.
April 12, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY
The Visual Archive: Documenting the Holocaust and Genocide Through Photography.

April 19, 2022, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Yom Hashoah Commemoration and Remembrance with Maud Dahme. This program is on the actual date of liberation for Maud Dahme, a Holocaust Survivor from The Netherlands. Hear her remembrances of liberation and joy upon seeing the Canadian troops on this significant day.

April 20, 2022, 8:00 pm ET—Stern Auditorium, Carnegie Hall, New York, NY
Rescheduled concert: Hymns from Auschwitz, A Tribute to Viktor Ullman and Michel Assael.

April 21, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
German Patriots: Jewish Germans During WWI

April 24, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Yom HaShoah virtual Annual Gathering of Remembrance

April 25 – May 1, 2022—Baltimore Jewish Film Festival, Baltimore, MD
The Spy Behind Home Plate about the enigmatic Morris “Moe” Berg whose career included major league baseball and spying for the Office of Strategic Services during WWII.

April 26, 2022, 12:00 noon MT—Center for Bioethics & Humanities, University of Colorado, Anschutz Medical Campus, Aurora, CO
Legacies of the Holocaust and Health Equity Today by Dr. Aletha Maybank, AMA Chief Health Equity Officer. See also www.coloradobioethics.org.

April 26, 2022, 6:30 pm CT—Temple Sholom, 3480 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL
We Are Here: Songs of the Holocaust – A Community-Wide Yom Hashoah Commemoration.

April 27, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

April 27, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Salem State University, Salem, MA
Yom HaShoah Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony.

April 28, 2022, 12:00 noon ET—Graduate Center, CUNY, New York, NY
Fleeing a Home, Seeking a Home: Jewish Refugees in Modern Times.

April 28, 2022, 6:00 pm PT—West Charleston Library, 6301 W. Charleston, Blvd, Las Vegas, NV
A Promise to Our Fathers – A film About Surviving the Holocaust with Gene Greenberg.

April 28, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
"Ordinary People" as Heroes for Hiding Jews: Leo Ullman as a hidden child and his rescuers in Nazi-occupied Holland.
April 28, 2022, 7:00 pm PT—Atlantis Casino Resort Spa, 3800 S. Virginia St, Reno, NV
The Rescuers: Righteous Among the Nations—Non-Jews Who Risked Their Lives During the Holocaust with Robert Braun, author of Protectors of Pluralism; Religious Minorities and the Rescue of Jews in the Low Countries During the Holocaust. Limited seating. RSVP required.

May 3, 2022, 12:00 noon CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Virtual webinar: Getting the Children Out: Forgotten Rescuers of the Kindertransport.

May 3, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Hitler’s Courts: The Misuse of Executive and Judicial Power with Joshua Greene.

May 11, 2022, 3:30 pm ET—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, Dania Beach, FL
Online Meet the Author series: Bernice Lerner’s All the Horrors of War which tells the story of her mother, an Auschwitz survivor.

May 12, 2022, 11:00 am PT—Leo Baeck Institute, New York, NY
Writing the Story: Exploring family Holocaust Memoir. Helen Epstein and Ariana Neumann, both children of Holocaust survivors, who have written about their families during the Holocaust.

May 20 – July 1, 2022—Braswell Memorial Public Library, Rocky Mount, NC
Saint Peter Public Library, Saint Peter, MN
Pendleton Public Library, Pendleton, OR
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition Americans and the Holocaust.

May 25 & 26, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Music From Auschwitz, a series of two evening concerts, in person or livestream.

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters

Arolsen Archives February 3, 2022
Memoria
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem February 1, 2022
Yad Vashem February 8, 2022
Yad Vashem February 15, 2022
Yad Vashem February 21, 2022
Yad Vashem February 28, 2022
YIVO Spring 2022

FYI... The Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, in New York City, invites all Hidden Children survivors (only) to attend a three-part Zoom series this March entitled
Hidden Children, the Secret Survivors of the Holocaust: 75 Years Later. Each hour Zoom program will include a short presentation by clinical psychologist Dr. Irit Felsen. Please email hc@mjhnyc.org or call 646.437.4295 with any questions.

Program 1: Hidden Child Survivors – A Unique Group. March 6, 2022, 1:00 pm ET. CLICK HERE TO REGISTER FOR PROGRAM 1

Program 2: Overcoming – Then and Today. March 13, 2022, 1:00 pm ET CLICK HERE TO REGISTER FOR PROGRAM 2

Program 3: Your Message for Future Generations. March 20, 2022, 1:00 pm ET CLICK HERE TO REGISTER FOR PROGRAM 3

FYI...From Echoes & Reflections: 3-MODULE COURSE: Teaching About the Holocaust Course Availability: March 7, 2022 - April 1, 2022

FYI...March of the Living Scroll
Memorial Scrolls Trust is loaning a Torah Scroll, once used by the Jewish community of Olomouc, to Beit Theresienstadt where it will become an inspirational source for a unique Bar/Bat Mitzvah Jewish Heritage educational program. On Sunday May 15th Beit Theresienstadt, together with the International March of the Living, B'nai B'rith International, the Terezin Memorial and the Jewish Museum in Prague, will rededicate the MST Torah Scroll at the formal Czech Republic annual Commemoration of the Liberation of Theresienstadt.

For further details: yaakov@bterezin.org.il

FYI... The Vilnius-based Lithuanian Yiddish Video Archive (LYVA) now has reached 600 videos, preserving for posterity unique and irreplaceable material of the last in-situ Lithuanian Yiddish in Belarus, Latvia, Lithuania, (eastern) Ukraine and (northeastern) Poland.

FYI... Journey Through Jewish Poland: Roots, Resilience, and Renewal Trip has been postponed to May 10 – 19, 2023. For more: dippoldt@queens.edu.

FYI... Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown. Here are some of them:

January 21, 2022: Nazis on Long Island: The Story of Camp Siegfried
January 26, 2022: International Holocaust Remembrance Day #everynamecounts
January 27, 2022: United Nations Holocaust Memorial Ceremony
January 28, 2022: Acto oficial del Estado argentino por el Día Internacional del Holocausto
February 1, 2022: The Holocaust through Muslim Eyes
February 2, 2022: Boris Lurie: Searching for Truth in Holocaust Images
February 3, 2022: Civil Society Briefing “The Future of memory…”
February 4, 2022: To Dachau and Back to Life: “Stories Survive” with Elly Gotz
February 6, 2022: Rethinking the ‘Final Solution’ Belzec Death Camp: The Genesis of Genocide
February 7, 2022: *'Our Lives': Berlin as Refuge for Jewish Displaced Persons after 1945*

February 7, 2022: An interview with Art Spiegelman, Author of *Maus*

February 8, 2022: *Drawing It Out: Graphic Novels, Teenagers, and the Holocaust*

February 9, 2022: *Black Artists Under Nazis Persecution*

February 9, 2022: *Drawing It Out: Graphic Novels, Teenagers, And The Holocaust*

February 9, 2022: *The Nazi Camp Universe, 1933 – 1945: Landscapes of Suffering and Paths of Persecution*

February 9, 2022: *Confronting the Complexity of Holocaust Scholarship*

February 9, 2022: *An American Chaplain in Buchenwald*

February 13, 2022: Marta Fuchs interview Winnipeg Real to Reel Film Festival, 2022

   Film: *The Soldier’s Uniform*

February 15, 2022: *Leo’s Journey – In My Father’s Words*

February 16, 2022: *Film Discussion “The Last Survivors”*

February 16, 2022: *First Person with Holocaust Survivor Halina Peabody*

February 17, 2022: *Where Do I Belong? Holocaust Survivors Return to Vienna*

February 17, 2022: *Eyewitness to History: Holocaust Survivor Allan Firestone*

February 18, 2022: *Holocaust through cinema with Rich Brownstein*


February 23, 2022: *Remember This: What We Must Learn from Jan Karski*

February 24, 2022: *Holocaust Museums and Memorials Around the World Session #5 Museums in Context*

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society

Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees

Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin

Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History

Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders

Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections

Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House

Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics

FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news...Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, https://brave.com, or others.

Across Borders: International
Knesset honors Japanese righteous gentiles who saved lives in Holocaust
Germany Has ‘Historical Responsibility for Israeli Security,’ Says Foreign Minister Ahead of Mideast Trip

EU and UN halt funding for Kosovo project honoring Albanian Nazi collaborator

The surge in Holocaust revisionism

Agnon’s Nobel Prize Partner: The Holocaust Poetry of Nelly Sachs

Jewish group urges pulling of book naming Jewish suspect who betrayed Anne Frank

The Nazi Roots of Arab Antisemitism Must Not Be Denied

Did the mufti of Jerusalem earn a place in Holocaust museum exhibits?

Grandson of Holocaust Survivor Locates Catholic Family That Hid His Grandmother

Holocaust victim’s opera stored for years in trunk gets premiere at last

50 best WWII movies of all time

Collectors livid as auction site vows to prohibit sale of Nazi artifacts

What the Allies' first humiliating encounter with the Nazis taught them about how to win World War II

Argentina

The Strange Knife that Appeared in Buenos Aires

Australia

Holocaust museum to open in Australia with $750,000 federal government grant

Holocaust Survivor Backs New Push To Ban Nazi Symbols

Australia’s New South Wales considers ban on public displays of swastikas

Ban on Displaying Nazi Symbols Unanimously Endorsed by New South Wales Parliament

Australia’s New South Wales state moves to ban the swastika

Belgium

Belgian museum returns Nazi-looted painting to Jewish family

Belgium museum returns Nazi-looted painting to heirs of its Jewish owners

Belgium museum returns painting to Jewish family after 71 years

‘Justice can triumph’: painting looted by Nazis returned to owners after 80 years

Brazil

A prominent German Holocaust denier is escaping arrest by hiding in Brazil

Popular Brazilian podcaster says the country should recognize a Nazi party
**Bulgaria**

- Swastika discovered at US Embassy in Bulgaria
- Bulgarian MEP gives Nazi salute in European Parliament
- Bulgarian Member of European Parliament Facing Sanctions Over Alleged Nazi Salute
- MEP who appears to give Nazi salute in European Parliament faces sanctions procedure

**Canada**

- Montreal to open interactive Holocaust museum in 2025
- $80-million investment: Montreal Holocaust Museum announces the construction of a new museum on Saint-Laurent Boulevard
- Montreal Holocaust Museum initiates $80 million project to relocate to Jewish Quarter
- Montreal’s Holocaust Museum relocating to new $80 million site in historic Jewish quarter by 2025
- Elon Musk criticized for meme unfavorably comparing Justin Trudeau to Hitler
- Swastikas displayed at Canadian ‘Freedom Convoy’ protests against vaccination mandates
- Sales Soar For Maus After School District Banned The Holocaust Graphic Novel
- Brown: Ban on cartoon account of Holocaust making it a must-read again
- Swastika, Hitler Salutes Reported at Toronto School
- Call for more Holocaust education after Toronto kids give Jewish teacher Nazi salute
- Toronto middle school students give a Jewish teacher the Hitler salute
- Nazi Salute By Grade 8 Students In Class Prompts Toronto School Board Vow To Boost Holocaust Education
- Yet Another Toronto Jewish Teacher Greeted with Hitler Salutes

**China**

- The Beijing Olympics looks a lot like Nazi Germany’s

**Finland**

- Who owns the Holocaust?

**France**

- France to Return 15 Works of Nazi-Looted Art to Jewish Families
- France to Return 15 Nazi-Looted Works of Art to Jewish Owners, Including Chagall, Klimt Paintings
- French Senate finalises moves to return Nazi looted artworks to owners
- A lifelong lover of provocation, she survived Auschwitz and sought to make the Holocaust visible
- The Children of Cadillac
- French Court Fines Neo-Nazi Activist and Catholic Priest for Video Inciting Hatred of Jews
Germany

A Holocaust survivor's fight against forgetting | DW | 27.01.2022
Vast archives on Jewish life hidden from the Nazis now online | DW | 03.02.2022
Holocaust: Photo Series With Genocide Survivors Donated to Berlin’s Jewish Museum
German foreign minister commemorates Holocaust victims | DW | 10.02.2022
How A German Teacher Helped A Local Rabbi's Mother Know Her Family History
Dortmund is latest German city to ban yellow stars at COVID protests
German dictionary changes 'Jew' definition after outcry over tie to Nazi use of word
As a German, I've been raised to accept Holocaust history and strive to never repeat it | Opinion
German teens and young adults are interested in learning about the Holocaust — but they want new ways to do so
German Publisher Wants To Review The Betrayal Of Anne Frank

Greece

Greek-Jewish Holocaust Survivor’s Letter Buried in Auschwitz Uncovered

Indonesia

Indonesia Muslim groups demand closure of country’s first-ever Holocaust exhibition
A Small Holocaust Museum Springs Up in a Remote Town—and Stirs a Big Backlash

Israel

Yad Vashem Condemns Russia’s Invasion of Ukraine, Use of ‘Propagandist Discourse’ Trivializing Holocaust
The Jewish people alone created Israel, not the Holocaust and not The UN
What happened to Israel’s Holocaust restitution program?
Prosecutor in Israel’s Trial of Nazi Adolf Eichmann Dies
Gabriel Bach, 94, former Israeli Supreme Court justice and Eichmann prosecutor
Anti-Semitism today and Yad Vashem’s changing approach
Roman Abramovich commits more than $10 million to support Israel’s Holocaust museum
Yad Vashem: ‘Auschwitz tattoo stamps’ likely not used on Jewish prisoners
Controversial ‘Holocaust tattoo kit’ likely a fraud, says Yad Vashem
Holocaust Survivor Wounded by Hamas Rocket in May Dies of Injuries
A Holocaust survivor who was injured in May 2021 conflict with Hamas has died of her wounds
Telling the Holocaust story to a new generation
Holocaust survivors up in arms over planned auction of Nazi memorabilia
Latvia

Latvian Parliament Approves $46 Million to Jewish Community in Compensation for Ravages of Nazi Holocaust

Latvia’s parliament passes $45 million Holocaust-restitution bill

Latvia passes long-awaited Holocaust restitution law, aims to revitalize Jewish life

Latvia to Reimburse Jewish Community for Properties of Holocaust Victims

Lithuania

Diving Into the Vilna Collections

Mexico

Mexican teacher tells joke about Jews in ovens to students

Netherlands

Bitter row erupts over Anne Frank betrayal book as researcher pans ‘venomous attack’

Dutch publisher apologizes over controversial Anne Frank Book, halts printing

Apology over Dutch book that claimed to identify Anne Frank’s betrayer

Dutch Publisher Halts Anne Frank Book Amid Questions on Research

Jewish umbrella group asks publisher to pull Anne Frank book

New Zealand

Holocaust distortion and anti-Semitism rife within anti-mandate protests

Norway

How a Sneak Attack By Norway's Skiing Soldiers Deprived the Nazis of the Atomic Bomb

Poland

Moving film shows Jewish residents of Polish town before Nazi invasion

Secret WWII radio found under Warsaw apartment floorboards

‘The biggest task is to combat indifference’: Auschwitz Museum turns visitors’ eyes to current events

Romania

Romanian political figure praises antisemitic fascist leader on primetime TV

Book aims to shine light on Romanian role in the Holocaust

Intimate Family Memoir Details 'Overlooked' Romanian Role in Holocaust

For first time, Romanian officials commemorate Holocaust refugees who died in sunken ship 80 years ago
Russia

Why Russia's Putin uses WWII to justify attacks in Ukraine
What Putin’s talking about when he talks about ‘denazification’
Declaring war on Ukraine, Russia’s Putin cites goal of ‘denazification’ of country with Jewish president
US State Department Upbraids Putin for Propaganda Campaign Depicting Ukrainian Leadership as ‘Neo-Nazis’
"Genocide" and Genocide - by Timothy Snyder

Slovakia

Holocaust Remembrance Day: Letter from Slovakia

South Africa

Court Orders Pro-Palestinian Activist in South Africa to Apologize to Jewish Community for ‘Zionists Are Friends of Hitler’ Comment

UK

Midlothian MP Signs Holocaust Educational Trust Book Of Commitment
Harwich To Host Tribute To Kindertransport Children
British charity fights in court against proposed location for UK Holocaust center near parliament
Battersea Power Station attracts backlash for lighting up chimneys in honour of Holocaust memorial day
World War Two: Nazi guard's son finds propaganda in loft
In painting a survivor of the Holocaust, a feeling of overwhelming and indescribable privilege
Worrying If Children Should Be Reading Maus Doesn't Make School Board Bigots
Removing Maus from the curriculum betrays education and morality
Nobel Prize won by man saved in Kindertransport was sold at auction for nearly $500,000
Art Spiegelman on Maus and free speech: ‘Who's the snowflake now?’
Haydn and seek! Quartet bring music through the ages to Millgate
It’s a musical about the Holocaust and an unexpected cause for celebration
Smotrich compares British Jews to those of pre-Holocaust Germany
The Nazi death camp found in a game for children
Children’s Gaming Platform Removes ‘Disturbing’ Nazi Concentration Camp ‘Experience’ With Gas Chambers
The 'Nazi gas chambers' in a metaverse game played by children as young as seven around the world
Nazi Game Infects Kids’ Metaverse
Roblox, popular kids’ computer game, removes virtual Nazi gas chambers

In painting a survivor of the Holocaust, a feeling of overwhelming and indescribable privilege

Worrying If Children Should Be Reading Maus Doesn't Make School Board Bigots

Removing Maus from the curriculum betrays education and morality

Art Spiegelman on Maus and free speech: ‘Who’s the snowflake now?’

It’s a musical about the Holocaust and an unexpected cause for celebration

Smotrich compares British Jews to those of pre-Holocaust Germany

The Memory Monster

Jimmy Carr sparks fury with Holocaust routine in Netflix special

Holocaust Memorial Day Trust slams Jimmy Carr for joking about Roma genocide

Jimmy Carr Says ‘I’m Going Down Swinging,’ Blasts ‘Cancel Culture’ Amid Holocaust Joke Controversy

Ukraine

Ukrainian refugees need our help. Here’s how Jews can act now.

How Zelensky Gave the World a Jewish Hero

Volodymyr Zelensky was a Jewish comedian. Now the world’s eyes are on him.

Volodymyr Zelensky: Ukraine's Jewish president lost family in the Holocaust

Ukraine's Jewish President Zelensky asks Putin: 'How could I be a Nazi?'

In 4 years, Volodymyr Zelensky went from Jewish comedian to Putin’s ‘No. 1 enemy’ and defender of democracy

Who is Volodymyr Zelensky, the Jewish president of Ukraine?

How Volodymyr Zelensky went from Jewish comedian to Putin’s No. 1 enemy

Ukrainian Jews, scarred by a bloody history, find themselves refugees once again

Ukraine leader urges citizens to take up arms as Russia invades ‘like Nazi Germany’

Ukrainian ambassador tells American Jews that claims of ‘denazifying’ are ‘appalling’

Claiming “De-Nazification,” Putin’s actions recall other Nazi crimes.

Opinion | Nazis killed my family in Ukraine. This time, we must fight Putin back

Here’s how to help Ukraine’s Jewish community

Ukraine: Images of Jewish heritage, as we hold Ukraine in our thoughts

17 Righteous Among The Nations live in Ukraine

Holocaust Memorials Condemn Russia's Ukraine Invasion

Auschwitz museum says Russia’s war in Ukraine is an ‘act of barbarity that will be judged by history

Auschwitz Museum Calls Ukraine Invasion 'Act Of Barbarity'
Changing the Paradigms of Memorialization: the Ongoing Story Behind the Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial Center

Ukraine passes law criminalizing antisemitism

**USA**

FDR’s Jewish problem, and its Japanese link

FDR looked for places to settle Jews

US Holocaust Museum Gives Highest Honor to WWII Intel Unit That Included Jewish Refugees

A moral call to action: the lesson from Jan Karski | Cyprus Mail

Irena Sendler Saved Thousands of Jewish Children From the Nazis

Acts of Heroism and Compassion: Lessons From the Holocaust

Nancy Pelosi compares Putin’s invasion of Ukraine to Hitler’s invasion of Czechoslovakia before World War II

When I recall my father Elie Wiesel, my shame about these Olympics only deepens

‘Mates for life’: Antony Blinken thanked Australia for remaking his stepfather after the Holocaust

Holocaust Survivor Lists Digitized for the First Time

Photo of Teacher Making Students Nazi Salute in Class Sparks Outrage

Alabama Jewish Groups Respond to ‘Inappropriate’ Display of Nazi Salute in Classroom

Nazi Salute Stirs Controversy in Alabama

Jewish high school student asked to apologize for revealing Nazi salute in classroom

The New Wave of Holocaust Revisionism

Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene criticized for speaking at white nationalist conference

Marjorie Taylor Greene Mocked for Mixing Up Gestapo and Gazpacho

Marjorie Taylor Greene Ruthlessly Mocked for Calling Capitol Officers ‘Gazpacho Police’

Soup Nazis? Marjorie Taylor Greene’s Nazi faux pas goes viral

Holocaust Comparisons Are No Laughing Matter

Opinion: Asking Holocaust survivors what they think about America today

Bannon thought Trump resembled Hitler on his escalator ride

Neo-Nazis, Trump, treat racial disparity fix as attack on white people in health care

US Judge orders Jewish victims to pay $159,000 to antisemites

Judge orders Ann Arbor congregants to pay legal fees for the 18-year protesters outside their synagogue

Jewish lawmaker denounces bill banning critical race theory

Watch CBS News Specials Season 2022: Undeniable: The Truth to Remember - Full show on CBS
Gelbarts' Holocaust experiences 'Undeniable' in CBS special show

Fiorello La Guardia’s Jewish Roots

Holocaust Remembrance: Responsibilities for All Society

Bill looks at status of Holocaust education in Vt. schools

DeSantis aide deletes tweet suggesting Nazi protesters were Democratic operatives

Ron DeSantis’ Press Secretary Deletes Tweet Asking if Nazi Rally Was a ‘Stunt’

DeSantis says people calling for him to condemn Nazis are trying to 'smear' him

Florida Gov. DeSantis Rejects Criticism Over Response to Neo-Nazi Rallies, Calls Demonstrators ‘Jackasses’

Florida Gov. DeSantis calls Nazi rally participants ‘jackasses,’ fires back at those calling on him to condemn the event

DeSantis treats Florida Nazi incidents as political game; condemns Democrats instead

Florida Gov. DeSantis won’t condemn Nazi rally in Orlando

3 arrested in Orlando after Jewish man assaulted at neo-Nazi rally

The bigger problem behind Whoopi Goldberg and Ron DeSantis’ incendiary comments

Gov. DeSantis, Florida legislators speak out against antisemitism and hate at Southern NCSY’s ‘Hate Ends Now’ Holocaust exhibit

Nazis rally in Orlando and vandalism reported at Chicago synagogue as American Jews remain on high alert

Nazi gatherings in broad daylight in Florida spark alarm

Surfside, Fla., votes to adopt IHRA definition of anti-Semitism

Dania Beach Holocaust center partners with Shoah Foundation

Republican House rep shares quote from neo-Nazi to criticize Fauci

‘Christian veterans’ protest outside Jewish politician’s home as priest compares vaccine mandates to Nazis

Holocaust is Cheapened by Nazi Comparisons

David Perdue, ex-senator and Georgia governor candidate, likens social media restrictions to Nazi rule

Arizona Jews sue to stop the state from using Zyklon B, which the Nazis used to gas Jews, in executions

Fairfield Holocaust survivor reflects on life on 100th birthday: ‘Never give up’

Mel Mermelstein Who Survived Auschwitz, Then Sued Holocaust Deniers in Court, Dies at 95

Mel Mermelstein, Auschwitz Survivor Who Won Case Against Holocaust Deniers, Dies at 95

Mel Mermelstein, Auschwitz survivor who shut down Holocaust deniers, dies at 95

Last Known Holocaust Survivor In The RGV Dies
Longtime Staten Islander, who shared powerful Holocaust survival story as a speaker and author, dies at 96

Holocaust survivor killed crossing the street at age 99

His Jewish wedding at a Nazi enclave was a ‘middle finger extended to Hitler.’ So was the rest of his life.

Ivan Reitman, ‘Ghostbusters’ director and son of Auschwitz survivor, dies at 75

Ivan Reitman, Ghostbusters director and Animal House producer, dies at 75

‘Ghostbusters’ Director Ivan Reitman Was an Amazing Jewish Dad

Eric Carle Grew Up in Nazi Germany. What Does That Mean for His Books and His Legacy?

Philip Lazowski Married Daughter of Stranger Who Saved Him from Nazis

Locals want to rename a Chicago park for a Jewish writer who died in Auschwitz

Museum To Host U.S. Premiere Of Holocaust Exhibit

How we get Holocaust education wrong

An Iowa farm girl’s pen pal was Anne Frank. A tiny museum remembers their brief correspondence.

Digital project focuses on Nebraska's Holocaust stories

Bill would add Holocaust, other acts of genocide to Nebraska's multicultural education

Oklahoma legislature advances Holocaust education bill

Opinion | A Holocaust reenactment in a D.C. school should remind us that antisemitism is a severe threat

Tennessee Jewish group slams school-board’s decision to ban Holocaust book ‘Maus’

Tennessee Parents, Teachers Push Back Against ‘Maus’ Removal

‘Maus’ supporters rally and Tennessee school board doubles down in first meeting since book’s removal

Fundraiser to Provide Students With Free Copies of Maus Smashes Goal

“Maus,’ the graphic novel about the Holocaust, surges to top of Amazon bestseller list after Tennessee school ban

Banned By Tennessee School Board, Maus Soars To The Top Of The Bestseller Charts

‘Maus’ Tops Bestseller Lists After Tennessee School District Yanks It From Curriculum

Sales Of ‘Maus’ Soar 753% In Last Week Of January Following Ban By Tennessee School District

Comic book store owners are offering to ship banned Holocaust novel 'Maus' to Tennessee students for free

Comic book store owner to ship ‘Maus’ free to anyone who asks in Tenn. district where it’s banned

Comic Book Stores Offer To Send Free Copies Of 'Maus' To Tennessee Students

A Hero Comic Store Owner is Giving Out Free Copies of This Banned Book
Billionaire Ronald Lauder condemns Whoopi Goldberg, will ship free copies of *Maus* to Tennessee
Why a school board’s ban on *Maus* may put the book in the hands of more readers
Cartoonists are defending Art Spiegelman by lampooning the *Maus*’ firestorm
Rutgers Jewish center answers *Maus* ban with free lessons on Holocaust novel for teachers
‘Maus’ Creator Responds to Film and TV Offers
Erasing History: Holocaust Graphic Novelist Art Spiegelman on “Maus” & Wave of Book Bans Sweeping U.S.
The Banning Of *Maus* Is Only The Latest Echo From The Rise Of The Nazis We Cannot Claim To Not See The Warnings
They're Burning Books in Tennessee
As Tennessee bans Holocaust-themed graphic novel *Maus,* pastor organizes massive book burning
You can’t just swap out ‘Maus’ for another Holocaust book. It’s special.
‘Maus’ is not ‘Auschwitz for Beginners’ — and that’s why it needs to be taught
My family’s worst moment is captured in ‘Maus’. Its ban gravely disappoints me.
Why is ‘Maus’ being banned? What Holocaust books should kids read?
Art Spiegelman, speaking to Tennesseans, says ‘Maus’ controversy is ‘about controlling’
NEWS / ‘Maus’ author to Federation forum: Parental control, whitewashing led to book ban
Books sell out and Art Spiegelman to speak to thousands as long ‘Maus’ tail extends into second week
‘Maus’ author Art Spiegelman shares the story being his Pulitzer-winning work
Erasing History: Holocaust Graphic Novelist Art Spiegelman on “Maus” & Wave of Book Bans Sweeping U.S.
The Meaning of the ‘Maus’ Removal
Banning Books Like ‘Maus’ Is Part of Sanitizing History
Art Marmorstein: Building a bitter Maus trap; graphic novel's aesthetic is troubling
Bar-Lev shares parents’ Holocaust experiences
The Holocaust: Kimmelman's sons carry on her legacy
Tennessee Holocaust Commission Accepting Student Entries
'How to torture a Jew': Chattanooga mother raises concerns with Bible class taught in public school
Mom files complaint with Tenn. school claiming students got lesson on ‘how to torture a Jew’
Comic Books are Jewish Literature
Holocaust-Era Letters Prompt Writer to Dive Into Family’s History
In Memoir, Portland Author Retraces Her Grandmother's Journey To Share The Story Of The Holocaust
Holocaust Survivor Speaks To Students In Westfield, N.J.
Maclay Students Create Holocaust Remembrance Event
The Holocaust Is Even More Relevant Today
‘The View’ Co-Hosts Spar With Whoopi Goldberg for Asserting ‘the Holocaust Isn’t About Race’
‘The View’ host Whoopi Goldberg claims Holocaust wasn’t about race: ‘These are two White groups’
Whoopi Goldberg slammed for saying Holocaust not about race
Whoopi Goldberg Offers Her ‘Sincerest Apologies’ for Saying the Holocaust Isn’t About Race
Whoopi Goldberg apologizes for Holocaust race comment — but doubles down in saying Jews are not a race
Whoops, Whoopi: The Holocaust Is All About Race
Whoopi Goldberg and the Ignorant Definition of ‘Race’
The Misconception Behind Whoopi Goldberg's Holocaust Error
Why I forgave Whoopi Goldberg on national TV a day after her remarks on the Holocaust
Whoopi Goldberg suspended from ‘The View’ over Holocaust comments
ABC Suspends Whoopi Goldberg Over Holocaust Comments
ABC suspends ‘The View’ co-host Whoopi Goldberg over Holocaust comments that ignited a firestorm
ABC was wrong to suspend Whoopi Goldberg
Whoops, Whoopi: The Holocaust is all about race
Educating the Whoopi Goldbergs of the world about the Holocaust
Yad Vashem invites Whoopi Goldberg to come and learn about the Holocaust
Whoopi Goldberg Says the Holocaust Wasn't About Targeting Jews. Here's Why That Matters.
Are Jews white? Is Whoopi Goldberg Jewish? ‘The View’ Holocaust controversy, explained
What Whoopi Goldberg got wrong about the Holocaust
Whoopi Goldberg Is Half Right, But What She Got Wrong Is All Important
Whoopi Goldberg was wrong. But so are many others about Jews, race and the Holocaust.
Why Whoopi whitewashed the Holocaust and the Jews
Whoopi's Holocaust Flap Reveals the Danger of American Race Rhetoric | Opinion
Whoopi Goldberg, Antisemitism And Racism
Dear Whoopi Goldberg: Race Or No Race Jews Were Murdered Because They Were Jews
What Whoopi Goldberg’s Holocaust remarks can teach us about antisemitism
Whoopi Goldberg's Holocaust Comments Were Wrong And I'm Glad She Said Them
What did Whoopi do wrong? Let’s break it down — and really talk about Jews and race
My Grandmother Survived Auschwitz; Here’s What Whoopi Goldberg Got Wrong
The missing link in the Whoopi-Holocaust story
It’s not just Whoopi Goldberg: Americans are deeply misinformed about the Holocaust | Cas Mudde
Response to Whoopi: Why the Jews?
Whoopi Goldberg doesn't decide what Jews are - we do
Race isn’t about skin color
Whoopi Goldberg’s ‘The View; Suspension Over Holocaust Remark Leaves Internet Divided
Critics of Whoopi Goldberg suspension for Holocaust remarks see missed chance by ABC
An Invitation To ABC And Whoopi Goldberg To Broadcast "The View" From The Museum Of Tolerance
'The View' Invited to Film At Museum of Tolerance After Whoopi Goldberg Suspension
Whoopi Goldberg awkwardly demonstrates how the idea of race varies by place and changes over time
Whoopi Goldberg Returns to The View After Suspension for Claiming Holocaust Was 'Not About Race'
Whoopi Goldberg returns to ‘The View’ after suspension over Holocaust comments, saying, ‘I listened’
Why We Lied to Ourselves About Whoopi Goldberg and Antisemitism
Thanks, Whoopi! Why Holocaust Education Is mostly counter-productive
In the Jewish Tradition, the Words We Choose Matter
Replica of Holocaust cattle car used to transport Jews on display in Tallahassee
Traveling Exhibit Sheds Light On the Holocaust In North-Central Florida
Group launches 'EndJewHate' billboard campaign to denounce antisemitism
In 'Winter Journey,' a son pushes his father to reflect on his past in Nazi Germany
When Harpo spoke — to save a relative from the Nazis
Holocaust Remembrance at Café Europa
She’s found a new way to keep Holocaust stories alive — one step at a time
A Holocaust Remembrance by a Mensch Named Christmas
AHS class meets with Holocaust survivor
Holocaust Survivor Speaks To Meneley Students
Opinion: My father told me why even children need to learn about terrible things: So that we don’t let them happen again
Holocaust Refugees Built A New Life In Waterbury
Costco promotes controversial Anne Frank book, as Dutch publisher halts distribution
Central Pa. Native Leads Investigation Into 1944 Arrest Of Holocaust Diary Writer Anne Frank In Amsterdam

Play questions ownership of Anne Frank story

Playwright helps Holocaust survivor tell brother’s story

Schindler's List Ending Explained: A Harrowing Reminder And A Stark Warning

This Black Rapper Is Spreading Holocaust Awareness

Massachusetts adopts IHRA definition of anti-Semitism

Duke passes resolution condemning anti-Semitism, adopting IHRA definition

Sacramento teacher’s 11-year project with her students honors 1.5M children killed in the Holocaust

Antisemitism on American college campuses: I was called a “Nazi” and “rat”

‘I Crossed the Line’: Former WWE Wrestler Apologizes for Promoting Holocaust Denial, Antisemitic Conspiracy Theories

Washington Commanders defensive tackle wishes he could dine with Hitler

Washington Football Player Apologizes for Saying He’d Like to Dine With ‘Military Genius’ Hitler

‘I Was Touching Something Gross’: Disgust and Anger Greet Latest Antisemitic Propaganda Blitz by US Neo-Nazi Group

California city and school district condemn recent swastika vandalism

Group with Nazi flag interrupts Communist Manifesto

Group Carrying Nazi Flag Interrupts Reading in Rhode Island

Protesters carrying Nazi flag interrupt ‘The Communist Manifesto

Shopify Offers Platform to Those Selling Nazi Memorabilia, Hosts Anti-Israel John Legend

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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